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To Teachers
It’s a privilege to offer such a captivating program of world-class arts events designed to
thrill, excite and inspire the hearts and minds of your students. The impact of these
experiences is enhanced by quality support resources such as this one. This resource has
been designed to complement your class’s visit to see Grupo Corpo’s production of
ONQOTÔ and PARABELO for the 2012 Perth Festival.
Most of the pack is aimed at senior school students of Dance, but some of the sections and
suggestions for classroom activities may be of use to those of you teaching middle school.
While there are some images, the pack has been deliberately kept simple from a graphic
point of view so that most pages can easily be photocopied for use in the classroom.

Links to the Curriculum Framework
Arts Outcomes
Arts Ideas
Students generate art works that communicate ideas
Arts Skills and processes
Students use the skills, techniques, processes, conventions and technologies of the arts
Arts in Society
Students understand the role of the arts in society
Arts Responses
Students use their aesthetic understanding to respond to, reflect on and evaluate the arts
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Perth International Arts Festival
Jonathan Holloway, Artistic Director 2012–15
10 FEBRUARY–3 MARCH 2012
Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival
is the longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier
cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its
international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic
experiences for its audience. For 60 Festivals we have welcomed to Perth some of the
world’s greatest living artists and now connect with over 300,000 people each year.
Using only the freshest ingredients, the 2012 Perth Festival serves up a feast of culture for
arts lovers of all ages and persuasions, spilling across the unique venues and spaces of one
of the most beautiful cities in Australia.
On any given day from 10 February–3 March audiences can see expect to see up to 17
events, with more than 1000 Western Australian performers joining hundreds more from
around the world in more than 1100 performances. Of his inaugural Perth program, Holloway
said: “For many years I’ve admired the big Australian festivals which have inspired the world,
and the chance to direct one is fantastic. Many of the artists I’ve admired for years have said
‘yes’ to the invitation to perform in Perth. This has made me aware of the sheer joy of
directing a festival in one of the most beautiful places on Earth.”
The 2012 Festival kicks off with Lotterywest Festival Opening: Dawn:Dusk, the most stirring
and quintessentially West Australian opening ever. As light glimmers off the ocean at
Cottesloe Beach, Indigenous Elders and performers greet audiences and artists from around
the world with a Welcome to Country. Hundreds of local vocalists and musicians awaken the
dawn with a joyous celebration of the people, natural wonder and artistic life of WA.
The Festival brings magic, illusion and whimsy to the streets of Perth with the Australian
premiere of Lotterywest Festival Celebration: Place des Anges from Les Studios de Cirque
(France), a once-in-a-lifetime event that sees angels glide, float and careen through the air,
leaving a burst of feathers in their wake before landing on St Georges Terrace in a
breathtaking display that must be seen to be believed.
The 2012 theatre program traverses the spectrum from the intimate to the spectacular with a
diverse selection of performances from Australia and across the globe, pushing the
boundaries of theatre in all directions. From France, James Thiérrée’s La Compagnie du
Hanneton combines humour, incredible physical feats and spectacular visuals in Raoul, a
production of startling illusion that is operatic in scale; while in an Australian exclusive,
legendary director Peter Brook turns his hand to Mozart’s comedic and adventurous A Magic
Flute, in a grand culmination of his four decades at the helm of the famed Théâtre des
Bouffes du Nord (France). UK Company Propeller does Shakespeare with swagger and
surprise, guts and gusto, in two exemplary productions, Henry V and The Winter’s Tale; and
The National Theatre of Scotland returns to Perth with a knock-out production from the
explosive world of boxing, Beautiful Burnout. At the intimate end of the spectrum, the
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Festival presents the Australian exclusive premiere of Oráculos, from legendary Barcelona
company Teatro de los Sentidos, where one audience member at a time is led through a
labyrinth of sound, smell, taste, touch and feel, a journey of perception from childhood to the
present and onwards into the future, providing startling glimpses of possibility.
For children and families, Barking Gecko (Australia) bring to life Perth’s very own Academy
Award winning Shaun Tan’s acclaimed book The Red Tree, drawing kids and adults alike
into a vibrant world of bold imagery and live music. Atishoo (UK) uses amazing puppetry, live
performance, music and loads of paper, in the elusive search for the cure to the common
cold.
The dance program presents an Australian exclusive, as choreographer Lucinda Childs
(USA) revisits her rarely seen signature piece from 1979, when three creative titans, Childs,
composer Philip Glass, and visual artist Sol LeWitt, mixed movement, music and film in a
way that would change the world of dance forever. Brazil’s Grupo Corpo bring two strikingly
visual and spirited performances Onqotô and Parabelo, combining the grace and technique
of ballet with the raw vitality of swaying limbs, sexy swagger and pulsating rhythms.
Perth will rock throughout the Festival to an eclectic selection of sounds from some of the
most idiosyncratic performers from around the globe. Bon Iver enjoyed Perth so much on his
last visit he penned a song called ‘Perth’ which features on his latest, self-titled album. His
tender, beautiful and moving music at one of the country’s newest and most spectacular
outdoor concert venues will provide a perfect end to this year’s festival. Staff Benda Bilili’s
life-affirming music from the streets of Kinshasa combines Congolese rumba blended with
70s funk, Cuban son and mambo; Brooklyn musical maverick Jeremiah Lockwood’s eclectic
supergroup Sway Machinery (USA) create a sound you aren’t going to hear anywhere else;
and turntablist extraordinaire Cut Chemist brings his envelope-pushing live show to the
Festival Gardens for a cut ‘n’ scratch audio-visual blowout.
The 2012 Visual Arts program welcomes two celebrated Korean artists: Choi Jeong Hwa will
bring his exuberant and poignant vision to Perth with two temporary sculptures, one on the
Perth foreshore and one in the grounds of UWA, along with an immersive exhibition in
Gallery Central all commissioned especially for the Festival; while in his first solo exhibition
in Australia U-Ram Choe presents his extraordinary kinetic sculptures, charting a path
between art, science and cybernetics, inviting the audience to imagine the evolution of life
forms into the future through his commanding art.
The Perth Writers Festival is the hub of Festival discussion and discourse. Save the third
weekend in February (23–26 Feb) to join readers and writers in this much loved celebration
of the written word. The Writers precinct at the University of WA includes extended café
facilities, areas for picnicking, a Festival bookshop and exhibition spaces. Just a handful of
this year’s stars include: Chetan Bhagat (the biggest selling English language novelist in
India’s history and one of Time Magazine’s ‘100 Most Influential People in the World’), Kate
Grenville, Dave Graney, Tom Keneally, Barbara Trapido, Janette Turner Hospital, Frank
Moorhouse, Alice Pung, and Kim Scott. Check the Perth Festival website for more authors
and the full program of Perth Writers Festival events.
To get you in the festival mood, the Lotterywest Festival Films kick off from 28 November,
with a handpicked selection of the best of World and Australian cinema. Highlights include
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the Australian premiere of Beloved, a very French musical following Madeleine and Vera,
played by real-life mother and daughter Catherine Deneuve and Chiara Mastroianni, which
closed the 2011 Cannes Film Festival. In Retrospect: 60 Years of Festival Films will look
back over the 6 decades of the Festival and screen a stand-out Festival film from each
decade every night for a week, starting with a 1950’s gem.
4 World premieres: Elektra, Driving Into Walls, White Divers of Broome, How Like an
Angel
23 Australian premieres: Raoul, A Magic Flute, Oráculos, Lotterywest Festival
Celebration: Place des Anges, Home Sweet Home, Henry V and The Winter’s Tale,
Atishoo!, Dance, Onqotô and Parabelo, Ennio Morricone, Faustian Pact, Little Roy,
Sway Machinery, Staff Benda Bilili, The 14th Tale, Beloved, The Source, Late
Bloomers, Romantics Anonymous, Headhunters
1 commission: Choi Jeong Hwa
1 co-commission: Elektra
1 First Exhibition in Australia: U-Ram Choe
Fine Music events : 10
Dance events : 3 – From USA, Brazil & Australia
Theatre events : 10 – From Spain, UK, Germany, Scotland, France & Australia
Writers : Over 100 authors presenting at Perth Writers Festival events.
Visual Arts Exhibitions : 7
23 bands, over 22 nights at Festival Gardens
27 Lotterywest Festival Films screening at two open-air cinemas over 20 weeks
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Theatre Etiquette
We respectfully ask that you discuss theatre etiquette with your students prior to coming to
the performance. By following standard theatre etiquette you will ensure you and your guests
have an enjoyable experience at the theatre.
Coming and Going
Make sure you arrive with enough time, 20 minutes prior to the show beginning is always a
good idea. Be aware that for many shows if you arrive late you will not be admitted until a
scene change or not admitted at all.
Lock Out
Please do not leave your seat and plan to re-enter the auditorium during the performance,
you may not be allowed back in!
Mobile Phones and Electronic Devices
Please ensure these are turned off. If they do ring or beep in a performance it can be very
embarrassing for you and distracting to cast and audience members. Please be aware that it
is inappropriate to text message during any live performance.
Noises
Lolly wrappers and packets make a lot of noise. If you absolutely have to have lollies when
attending a show, ensure that they are out of the packet and unwrapped.
Talking
Please show consideration for everyone else in the auditorium and do not talk during the
performance. Save something to chat about during the intermission and after the show.
Photographs and Videos
Taking photographs and video during a performance is not permitted. Please be advised that
it is also not permissible to take photographs of the set without the permission of the
producer.
Running Late for a Matinee Performance?
Late comers may only be admitted at the discretion of venue management.
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About the Venue
His Majesty’s Theatre
Since opening on Christmas Eve in 1904, His Majesty's Theatre has become one of Western
Australia's most-loved heritage icons.
A stunning example of Edwardian era architecture, the building is the design masterpiece of
architect William Wolfe and contractor Gustav Liebe, who constructed the theatre for Perth
businessman and one-time Lord Mayor of Perth, Thomas G Molloy.
Built during the Gold Rush boom of the early 20th Century at a cost of 42,000 pounds, His
Majesty's Theatre and its adjoining hotel took around two years to complete.
Borrowing architectural elements from the 19th Century theatres of England and Europe, this
magnificent creation was described in the theatre's opening night programme as "among the
finest of its kind in the Commonwealth".
One of the theatre's most impressive features at the time was the dome roof, which was
designed to improve ventilation in the auditorium. The dome slid open sideways so that on a
typically warm summer evening, the audience could benefit from the cooling effects of the
open roof.
His Majesty's Theatre was named after the reigning British monarch of 1904, King Edward
VII. It is believed to be the only remaining working Edwardian theatre in Australia, and is one
of only two remaining His Majesty's Theatre's in the world.
Refurbishment of His Majesty's Theatre 1978–80
From 1904 to the late 1970's, His Majesty's
Theatre in Perth was privately owned by a
succession of entrepreneurs.
When the Western Australian government
purchased the building in 1977, the Theatre
was in much need of major structural
improvements. It took two years and over $11
million to refurbish and restore the building to
the modern, yet aesthetically traditional facility
it is today.
During the refurbishment, the magnificent
marble staircase was carefully relocated from
the stalls entrance to the western end of the
stalls foyer, and the dome roof, which once opened to improve ventilation within the
auditorium, was permanently sealed.
The hotel that once shared the site was physically separated from the Theatre during the
refurbishment and now provides backstage facilities for touring companies, and most
importantly, is the administrative and rehearsal home to both the West Australian Opera and
West Australian Ballet.
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About Grupo Corpo
The contemporary Brazilian dance company Grupo Corpo, founded by Paulo Pederneiras in
1975, in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, debuted its first work, Maria Maria, the very next year.
Featuring original music by Milton Nascimento, a script by Fernando Brandt and
choreography by the Argentine Oscar Araiz, the ballet would go on to spend six years on
stage and tour fourteen countries. But even though the piece was an immediate critical,
popular and commercial success, the group's distinctive artistic identity, its long-term
popularity and its artistic achievements have been the fruits of a long, arduous journey. As a
result, the group started operating in its own premises as of 1978.
While the success of Maria Maria was still reverberating throughout Brazil and in various
European and Latin American countries, Grupo Corpo (literally Body Group in English) never
stopped working, staging no less than six productions between 1976 and 1982. In the first
phase of the group's existence, the influence of Araiz, who in 1980 would write O Último
Trem, was evident in varying degrees in the dance troupe's work. However, the company's
distinctive features and personality were chiefly molded by Paulo Pederneiras, the man
responsible for sets and lighting the group's performances and its artistic direction and the
dancer Rodrigo Pederneiras, who left the stage in 1981 to assume the role of full-time
choreographer.
In 1985, the company launched what would be its second great success: Prelúdios, a
theatrical piece incorporating twenty-four Chopin preludes interpreted by pianist Nelson
Freire. The show debuted to public and critical acclaim at the First International Dance
Festival of Rio de Janeiro and would cement the group's reputation in the world of
contemporary Brazilian dance.
Grupo Corpo then entered a new phase, establishing its own unique theatrical language and
choreography. Starting with an erudite repertoire featuring the works of Richard Strauss,
Heitor Villa-Lobos and Edward Elgar, among others, the company began combining classical
technique with a contemporary re-reading of popular Brazilian dance forms. This would
become the group´s trademark.
In 1989 the group debuted Missa do Orfanato, a complex theatrical reading of Mozart's
Missa Solemnis k.139. Almost operatic in dimensions, this ballet became such an aesthetic
triumph that, two decades later, it remains in the company's repertoire.
The group underwent a radical transformation in 1992 with the production of 21, a ballet
which confirmed the uniqueness of Rodrigo Pederneiras's choreography and the
unmistakable persona of the dance troupe. Utilizing the singular sounds of Brazilian
instrumental group Uakti, as well as ten themes composed by Marco Antônio Guimarães, 21
leaves behind the group's preoccupation with technical form and sees it taking apart
melodies and rhythms in order to explore their underlying ideas. The decision to once again
use specifically composed scores - a mark of the group's first three shows in the 1970s –
allowed it to further explore the language of popular Brazilian dance. As the critic Rui
Fontana Lopes put it, the group had finally found "the most precise translation of the word
ballet into the mother tongue."
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In the work that followed, Nazareth (1993), Rodrigo Pederneiras's fascination with traversing
the worlds of both popular and erudite music found a perfect opportunity for fuller
expression. Inspired by the verbal games of Brazilian literary icon Machado de Assis (18391908) and by the works of Ernesto Nazareth (1863-1934), a seminal figure in the formation
of Brazilian popular music, the work was scored by composer and literary theorist José
Miguel Wisnik. Though built on a solid, classical foundation, the production brought together
in good humored fashion the light-hearted and sensual elements inherent Brazilian popular
dances.
The partnership of Grupo Corpo with contemporary authors has been such a success that
scores composed especially for the company have become the norm, and each score has
inspired a new creation. An exception came in 2004 with the production of Lecuona, a work
that drew on thirteen love songs by the Cuban composer Ernesto Lecuona (1895-1963) and
in which Rodrigo Pederneiras demonstrated his gift for the creation of pas-de-deux.
Beginning in the mid-1990s, nearly two decades after its inception, Grupo Corpo intensified
its international touring. Between 1996 and 1999, it was the resident dance company of the
Maison de la Danse in Lyon, France. Several of the group´s creations (Bach, Parabelo and
Benguelê) were first staged in Europe over this period.
Today, having created 35 choreographies and more than 2,200 pieces, the Brazilian dance
company maintains ten ballets in its repertoire and gives 80 performances a year in places
as distinctive as Iceland and South Korea, the United States and Lebanon, Canada, Italy,
Singapore, the Netherlands, Israel, France, Japan and Mexico.
The minimalism of Philip Glass (Sete ou oito peças para um ballet, 1994); the vigorous pop
and urban sounds of Arnaldo Antunes (O Corpo, 2000); the primordial experimentalism of
Tom Zé (Santagustin, 2002 and, with Wisnik, Parabelo, 1997); the African sensibility of João
Bosco (Benguelê, 1998); the metaphysical verse of Luís de Camões and Gregório de
Mattos; the light touch of Caetano Veloso and Wisnik (Onqotô, 2005); the rootsy modernity
of Lenine (Breu, 2007); the poetry of polarities (Ímã, 2009): Grupo Corpo has drawn on all of
these elements and more to produce shows of a very diverse character - cerebral,
cosmopolitan, primitive, existential, tough - while always keeping in sight the company´s
distinctive traits.
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Cast and Creatives
Artistic Director
Choreographer
Rehearsal Director
Technical Director
Dancers

Choreographic Assistants
Ballet Mistress
Pianist
Technical Co-ordinator
Technicians
Wardrobe Assistant
Administrator
Administrative Manager
Administrative Assistant
Secretary
Documentation
Communication
Social Media
Program Co-ordinator
Production
Production Assistant

Paulo Pederneiras
Rodrigo Pederneiras
Carmen Purri
Pedro Pederneiras
Alberto Venceslau
Andressa Corso, Carolina Amares, Cassilene
Abranches, Danielle Pavam, Danielle Ramalho,
Edson Hayzer, Elias Bouza, Filipe Bruschi, Flávia
Couret, Gabriela Junqueira, Grey Araújo, Helbert
Pimenta, Janaina Castro, Malu Figueirôa, Mariana do
Rosário, Rafael Bittar, Rafaela Fernandes, Silvia
Gaspar, Uátila Coutinho, Victor Vargas
Ana Paula Cançado, Carmen Purri, Miriam Pederneiras
Bettina Bellomo
Anna Maria Ferreira
Gabriel Pederneiras
André Pederneiras, Átilla Gomes, Eustáquio Bento,
Stefan Bottcher
Alexandre Vasconcelos, Maria Luiza Magalhães
Marcelo Cláudio Teixeira
Kênia Marques
Marcel Gordon Firing
Flávia Labatte
Cândida Braz
Cristina Castilho
Ana Paula Oliveira
Cláudia Ribeiro
Patrícia Galvão
Michelle Deslandes
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Parabelo (1997)
Choreography
Music
Set
Costumes
Lighting

Rodrigo Pederneiras
Tom Zé and José Miguel Wisnik
Fernando Velloso and Paulo Pederneiras
Freusa Zechmeister
Paulo Pederneiras

Parabelo – corruption of parabélum, German made automatic pistol. From the Latin ‘Sivis
pacempara bellum’ - `If you wish peace, be prepared for war`.
The country side inspiration and the resulting contemporary sound track, written by Tom
Zé and José Miguel Wisnik, for 1997’s Parabelo, prompted the choreographer from Grupo
Corpo to bring into life that, which he himself refers to, as his “most Brazilian and regional”
creation.
From working and devotion chants, from the memory of the rhythmic baião and from the
exuberant and an ever present, entangled, rhythmic points and counterpoints, emerges
choreography full of hip swaying and feet stamping. It’s a ravishing statement of maturity and
of the expressive teachings, developed throughout many years, by the maker of Missa do
Orfanato and Sete ou Oito Peças para um Ballet.
The aesthetic of the votive offerings, from country side churches, inspire Fernando Velloso
and Paulo Pederneiras in the creation of the 15 metre x 8 metre panels, which provide
support for the ballet’s stage setting.
With the intensity of the colours veiled by black tulle and unveiled only in the small and
imperative space of the ballet slippers, costume designer Freuse Zechmeister, creates the
set of lights and shadows that “dress” the dancers in the first part of Parabelo. And at the
explosive ballet finale, the leotards are freed from the veil, showing off the joyous, high
temperatures of their colours.
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Onqotô (2005)
Choreography
Music
Costumes
Set and lighting

Rodrigo Pederneiras
Caetano Veloso and José Miguel Wisnik
Freusa Zechmeister
Paulo Pederneiras

Grupo Corpo celebrates 30 years of uninterrupted activities since 1975 with Onqotô, a
choreography about human perplexity and inexorable pettiness before the vastness of the
universe. The idea for the soundtrack written by Caetano Veloso and José Miguel Wisnik
came up in the middle of a well humoured discussion about competing versions for the
creation of the Universe. Wisnik and Veloso imagined the Big-Bang set against an ironic
maxim coined by Nelson Rodrigues, the greatest Brazilian dramatist and sports
commentator, to express the importance of the most traditional soccer match in Brazil: “the
first Fla-Flu started forty minutes before the void.” So they jokingly thought of the great
primeval explosion whose English name came to epitomize the Anglo-Saxon primacy in the
scientific world that validates Anglo-Saxon cultural world supremacy being superseded by
Rodrigues’ maxim, taken as proof of the unmistakably Brazilian character of the Cosmos in
its conception. Then they wrote 42 minutes of instrumental tunes and songs for the
soundtrack, building a sequence of rhythmic, melodic and poetical dialogues between those
two “competing” primal scenes and, moreover, stressing the feeling of helplessness before
the universe that is inherent to human condition.
The choreography by Rodrigo Pederneiras contrasts and juxtaposes verticality and
horizontality, chaos and order, roughness and tenderness, and volume and sparseness,
moving along and sometimes going against the soundtrack, unveiling underlying meanings,
melody, and rhythms.
Paulo Pederneiras designed a curtain wall with vertically stretched dark leaden rubber
straps, creating a concave space that implies at times a cross section of the globe, or a
hollow, or a black hole, or nothingness or the primeval void. The stage lighting designed by
Paulo Pederneiras makes reference to soccer stadiums with a series of spotlights attached
to the metallic structure that sustains the curtain wall.
Costume designer Freusa Zechmeister turns the dancers into an anonymous mass that
blends with the scenery, allowing thus that choreography and scenery come to the fore in
their full three dimensionality.
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Paulo Pederneiras – Artistic Director, Set and
Lighting Designer
“Grupo Corpo is under nobody’s name: we were able to get an identity as a group”. It’s a
fact: dance, music, lighting, costumes, stage setting, everything is integrated as one in
Grupo Corpo’s creations. But someone must direct the group – and this was always Paulo
Pederneiras’s job.
As general and artistic director of the company, which was founded prompted by him in
1975, Paulo is also responsible for the lighting of the ballets and since Bach [1996], he’s also
been participating of the creation of stage setting. The light as a strong presence, which both
illuminates and serves as a space for dancing: “I think of the space the same way I think of
the lighting. Sometimes the light is the space.”
Like in the piece O Corpo [2000], where the distinction between stage setting and lighting
virtually disappears and the dancers dance in red. Or, in 21 [1992], where a spot light serves
as a mobile tunnel for a block of bodies. Or in Sete ou oito peças para um ballet [1994]
where, at the end, each dancer individualize themselves in a vertical column of colour. Or in
so many other moments when light, itself, seem to direct the counterpoint of the bodies on
stage, which it makes be seen and understood.
“To see and understand: but understanding to Paulo, is a poor name for not knowing things,
it’s a commitment with amazement or with reticence, which is at the core of each new work.
This goes from the time the ballet itself is being imagined to the way the team works: “to
question one’s own work is fundamental. It’s always a risk, but a productive risk. To try to
see what one has and to try to undo or to dismantle one’s own methodology. Art must have
that or no steps are taken forward. It’s either that or it will be a dishonest art”.
Since its foundation in 1975, Grupo Corpo has been dealing with the dilemmas which involve
not only the learning process but the control over a language and also the administrative
maintenance of the company. To look for funds and to support one’s own work, without
compromising quality, has been a characteristic of Grupo Corpo in these last 35 years. And
Grupo Corpo is known throughout the world today.
Besides his work with Grupo Corpo, Paulo has done lighting projects for several operas,
such as: Don Giovanni, Suor Angelica, Lucia de Lammermoor, La Voix Humaine, Salomé
and Orfeo, to mention a few. He has also done the set designing for exhibits such as the
section for “Indigenous and Anthropologic Art” at the Brazil 500 years Exhibit, at the “Oca”
(Hut) – at the Ibirapuera Park, São Paulo, 2000).
“A Brazilian company has great physical diversity. Each dancer’s movement is different, and
yet the idea of being a group is not lost. That’s where the dance draws its strength from.”
The words describe what happens with the bodies, but equally serve to describe the
company. Under the direction of Paulo, Grupo Corpo made a virtue out of its diversities. And
it continues making this virtue the principle of creation: a way of knowing and not knowing, a
bet on the unknown, in order to always reach a new dance, which will always be its own
dance.
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Rodrigo Pederneiras – Choreographer
“It was only in 1988, when working in Uakti, that I started thinking about what it would be like
to make a dance which would be more inside our body”.
Rodrigo’s words define a crucial moment not only for his career but also for Grupo Corpo as
well. His work, since, can be seen in a variety of exploration of this “dance inside our body” –
which is the dance of Corpo.
“Our body” learned how to dance on the street and the language of Rodrigo is essentially a
modern one. In his own way he harbors the xaxado, the samba, the ball room dance, the
celebrations, the capoeira. Everything is translated into a private world, where, dynamics
and balance have even more meaning than movement. Everything with a certain amount of
joy and humour, which, even though joyous and good humoured, does not hide the violence
and the ambiguity of our condition. Always guided by music, Rodrigo “breaks” the classical
movements in an intensely Brazilian way, however, entirely free from the exotic, from
boastful and from easy identities.
Characteristic imaging: one or more dancers separate from a group, as if pulled by a strong
force. The group then reorganizes itself until pressure from another impulse comes on.
Circles are rare in such choreography. The stage is built as a central point and the front
space is well defined. The lines are the result of the dancer’s movements and they are
formed without a pre-established shape, from the first moment of the creation.
Being Corpo’s choreographer since 1978, Rodrigo’s work is now known and recognized
nationally and internationally. He has choreographed for Ballet do Theatro Municipal do Rio
de Janeiro, Ballet do Teatro Guaíra, Ballet da Cidade de São Paulo and Companhia de
Dança de Minas Gerais. Outside Brazil: Deutsche Oper Berlin Company (Germany),
Gulbenkian (Portugal), Les Ballets Jazz Montréal (Canada), Stadttheater Saint Gallen
(Switzerland), and Opéra du Rhin (France).
But creating for Grupo Corpo, however, remains his main interest. “O Grupo Corpo today
has its own language, which is something hard to achieve.” This does not mean that things
become easier. Much on the contrary. “I may make a mistake one thousand times while
creating, until I find that which I want. This is not possible with other dance companies.
There are pressures for time.”
Creation, almost by definition, means anguish; but the support of the choreography
assistants, Carmen Purri and Miriam Pederneiras, help minimize the efforts to see the dance
being slowly created on stage. Grupo Corpo’s dancers learn from them what this body of
ours this, as imagined by Rodrigo during the creation phase. They are like tuned up
instrument ready to be played.
If Grupo Corpo has a language all its own today, it is Rodrigo’s language: it has his
unmistakable accent, which is, understood by everybody, because it is our body that he
induces to dance.
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Journal and Class Discussion Questions
Is Brazilian culture expressed within in the pieces? How?
Why do you think these stories should be told?
What didn’t you understand in the pieces and why?
How did the performers use their bodies to create different moods/characters within the
story?
How successful were the performers in keeping the audience engaged throughout the
performance?
What did and didn’t you like about the piece and why?
What are the themes?
How did the production elements of/lighting/sound/costume/music create a mood?
What did they do?
Can you find any reviews of the show? Do you agree with them? Why/why not?
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Appreciation Task 1
Identifying Contemporary Dance
Background: Contemporary Dance has specific technical and aesthetic differences to other
genres of dance.
Task: Watch Onqotô and Parabelo by Grupo Corpo. Analyse the movement content and
identify the technical elements that define this work as Contemporary Dance. Support your
point of view with specific reference to the dance components present within the work.
Your students can present this task as an essay or oral presentation.
Students should justify their interpretations and evaluations by referring to the relevant
dance components, skills and research. Students should draft contrasting reference from
other dance styles.
Example: A student may choose to compare the contemporary dance choreography present
in Onqotô and Parabelo, to the conventions of classical ballet.
Suggestion: You may wish to discuss or teach your students some elements of other dance
genres, which can also be used to help them identify the differences in the genres. Other
genres could include hip hop, tap, ballroom, jazz or Latin.
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Appreciation Task 2
Contemporary Dance History
Task: Research the style, philosophies and work of a Contemporary Dance pioneer. Discuss
the choreographer’s work and detail how and why their work was influential in the foundation
of modern dance, and a catalyst to the change in dance choreography internationally.
Example: Your students could present this task as an essay or oral presentation. Students
should justify their interpretations and evaluations by referring to the relevant dance
components, skills and research.
Suggestion: Students should draft contrasting reference from other dance styles and
choreographers.
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Write A Review of the Performance
Use the following guideline to help structure your review. Each point represents a paragraph.
Write an Introduction. Include the name of the work you are reviewing, background on
company, the name of the playwright or theatre company, the name of the theatre or venue
where the performance was held and the date of the performance.
Summarise the plot or series of events in the performance. You should keep this brief.
There is no need to retell the whole plot or describe the entire performance. It should be
more of a ‘snapshot’ of the production. In this section of your review also see if you can
identify the style of the performance and the use of any techniques like narration, acrobatics,
mime, mask, slapstick comedy, transformation etc.
Identify any themes and issues. Consider the following questions:
What was the message of play? Was there a common concern for the characters? Did the
play pose any problem or dilemma that needed to be solved?
Evaluate one or two performers. Answer the following questions to evaluate the
performer/s you have seen:
How well did the performer/s use movement and body language? Did they show energy,
control, and precision? Were the movements suitable for the role/characters?
How well did the performer/s use voice? Could they be heard and understood?
Did they use emphasis, accent, inflection, volume, pace etc. effectively?
How convincing or believable was the performer/s as their role/character?
Evaluate the Elements of Production. This will include a discussion of set, sound, lighting,
costume and overall direction. Consider the following questions:
Did the elements of production look unified?
What sort of mood was established? Did the mood change? Was this done effectively?
Were the costumes appropriate for the characters? Why?
How did sound enhance the performance?
How did lighting enhance the performance?
Sum up the overall success of the performance. In your final paragraph draw a
conclusion about the overall success of the play. What sort of audience impact did it make?
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Schools Review Competition
FOR STUDENTS IN YEARS 10–12
Young critics seeking a wider audience for their personal observations are invited to put
fingers to keyboard this Feb/March for the Perth International Arts Festival Schools Review
Competition.
Attend a Festival show and then let us know what you think and why. Was it surprising? Did
it change the way you think about something? Did it pull at heart strings you didn’t even
know were there? Or was it a complete and utter flop?
After attending any one of the shows in this years Festival, write a review of no more than
400 words, based on your experience. Give us your opinion, tell us about the show from
your perspective and include an analysis of the performance – why is it you think or feel the
way you do about the show? What did the cast, crew and directors do to make you respond
in the way you did? You can use your understanding of dramatic techniques, conventions,
technologies and elements as your guide. Above all, treat your reader with respect –
entertain them, offer them new and novel ideas and write fluently
ENTER NOW!
To enter, get your teacher to email your review with your name, year level and school to
schools@perthfestival.com.au. Your review will be posted on the Student Reviews webpage
of our website.
WHAT CAN YOU WIN
A panel of Perth International Arts Festival judges will select the best review and the winning
critic will receive $500 voucher for Perth International Arts Festival 2013

Links and Further Resources
http://www.grupocorpo.com.br/site/index.php?mudaLingua=2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brazil
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